We study extensions of the on-line travelling salesman problem. Our results are: The optimal competitive ratio 2 for arbitrary metric spaces also holds in the case of nonzero handling times. The optimal competitive ratio 3=2 on the half-line cannot be improved by randomization, but there is a 4=3-competitive algorithm under the assumption that the server is notiÿed when the last request has been released. This ratio is also optimal.
Introduction
An instance of the on-line travelling Salesman Problem (OLTSP) consists of a point set M endowed with a metric d (for short: a metric space (M; d)), an origin o ∈ M , and a request sequence = ( 1 ; : : : ; m ). Every request is a pair i = (x i ; r i ) with x i ∈ M and r i ¿0 a nonnegative real number. We may assume r 1 6 · · · 6r m . Point x i is the location of the request, and r i is the release time. Some vehicle, called a server, stands initially in point o. It can travel from point x to point y in time d(x; y) but is also allowed to use a slower speed. The vehicle has to serve all requests i at their respective locations x i . The ordering of serving the requests is arbitrary, but i cannot be served before r i . The goal is to serve all requests and to return to o after a possibly short traversing time.
The attribute "on-line" means that the server learns every request only at time r i . In the o -line version of OLTSP, all requests are known to the server already at time 0, although their release times may be nonzero. It is widely accepted to measure the quality of an algorithm ALG for an on-line minimization problem on instance by the ratio ALG( )=OPT ( ), where OPT ( ) is the optimal value achieved by a (clearvoyant) o -line strategy OPT. The supremum of this ratio over all instances is called the competitive ratio of ALG. If ALG is randomized, the competitive ratio is the supremum of expected cost ratios, and the adversary must ÿx every instance in advance; no revision is allowed (oblivious adversary). For a general introduction to the vivid ÿeld of competitive analysis of online algorithms see [5] .
Notational remark: If the instance is clear from the context, we simply use ALG, OPT, etc. to denote ALG( ), OPT ( ), etc.
It is essential to note that the server is not informed whether the last request has already been released. Consequently, if no further requests appear for a while, the server must return to o and stay there. We time the return, but the server itself is never sure to be ready.
For some important applications, OLTSP is not the appropriate model. For example, think of a repair service which has to spend at least some handling time h i ¿0 at point x i to serve request i . In this extended version of OLTSP, every request is speciÿed by a triple (x i ; r i ; h i ). We refer to this problem as OLTSP+. The problem splits into several versions, depending on whether preemption is allowed, and when the server learns each h i . Whereas preemptions of jobs can be forbidden w.l.o.g., di erent assumptions on learning the handling times may be essential. We will discuss these subcases of OLTSP+ below. In the classical TSP where all r i = 0, nonzero handling times are completely meaningless: we have just to add i h i to the length of any tour. For OLTSP however, the extension to nonzero handling times is no longer trivial.
The OLTSP in the above form has been introduced in [3] , and an optimal 2-competitive algorithm for general metric spaces has been provided. For the real line with the natural (Euclidean) metric, the same authors proved a lower bound of (9+ √ 17)=8 and gave a 7 4 -competitive algorithm. Finally, Lippman [9] found an optimal algorithm on the real line. Perhaps the simplest metric spaces and a particularly interesting case is the half-line with o as its endpoint. An optimal 3 2 -competitive strategy has been given in [4] .
The on-line routing problem [2] di ers from OLTSP in that the server is not demanded to eventually return to o. The goal is to minimize the completion time of all requests. Among other results, Ausiello et al. [2] gave a 7 3 -competitive algorithm for the line. The o -line variant of OLTSP with nonzero handling times has been considered in [7] on tree-shaped metric spaces. For other generalizations of OLTSP we refer to [1, 6] and the pointers therein. Particularly, Blom et al. [4] studied OLTSP against a "fair" adversary which can move his server only within the convex hull of all requests presented so far. Objectives other than minimizing the completion and return time (e.g. the average waiting time) also deserve investigation: The completion time is an egoistic goal of the server. However, it can be used to design IGNORE type strategies with provable bounds on the owtimes of requests stemming from a permanent stream; see the general framework in [6] . The sum of completion times is studied in [8] .
We summarize the contributions of the present paper and the main open questions.
First, we observe that a simple reduction to OLTSP gives a 2-competitive algorithm for OLTSP+ if handling times of requests are announced upon release. This reduction fails if handling times of requests are not known before serving them. At ÿrst glance, one might think that any c-competitive algorithm for OLTSP on a metric space yields the same competitive ratio for OLTSP+, since both the on-line player and the o -line adversary have to spend the handling times. However, the matter turns out to be more subtle: On the negative side, the on-line player has less information about the instance than in OLTSP. In order to prove the conjectured results, ad hoc adaptations of the original proofs seem necessary. Doing so, we extend the optimal 2-competitive algorithm for arbitrary metric spaces to OLTSP+. Note that this is a proper generalization of the result from [3] . It remains open whether such extension is possible for other optimal OLTSP algorithms, including those on the half-line [4] , and on the real line, against an unrestricted [9] and a fair adversary [4] .
For OLTSP on the half-line, we show that 3 2 is the optimal ratio also in the randomized case. For a version of OLTSP where the server is notiÿed about the last request, called OLTSP , we give an optimal deterministic 4 3 -competitive algorithm. This shows that already the slightest lookahead can help the on-line travelling salesman on the halfline. In contrast, this is not the case on the full line. Certainly, it would be interesting to settle the analogous problems in general metric spaces.
Next we introduce the extensions of OLTSP studied in this note. Rather obviously, preeemption of a job in OLTSP+ is never advantageous: Assume that it is allowed to abort a job and to continue it (or to start it all over again) at a later time. Then, any tour with preemptions can be easily transformed into a tour without preemptions which is completed not later. Hence we can w.l.o.g. prohibit preemptions. In contrast, we have to distiguish some versions of OLTSP+ with respect to the knowledge of handling times:
OLTSP+u: Here "u" stands for unknown handling times. This is the "fully on-line" version of the problem. The server is not advised on h i at all. Only after he has spent time h i at point x i , the server notices that i is ÿnished.
OLTSP+a: The server learns h i upon arrival in x i , that is, when it is going to serve i .
OLTSP+r: The server learns h i at release time r i . It is clear that the on-line player's situation becomes more favourable in these variants, in the mentioned ordering. For all three versions, it is not hard to imagine realworld applications where these assumptions are suitable. Note that OLTSP+u and OLTSP+a are not really di erent, since we discussed above that preemptions are useless, i.e. we may ÿnish every job that has been started. Therefore, we merely consider OLTSP+u and OLTSP+r from now. Proof. Consider an instance of OLTSP+r on a metric space (M; d). We stick a beard to M , that is, we attach arbitrary many hairs to every point of M , where a hair is a half-line with Euclidean metric. Let M be the bearded space M . The overall metric on M is deÿned in the obvious way.
Given any request sequence on (M; d), we specify a request sequence on the bearded space as follows: We replace every request i = (x i ; r i ; h i ) with request (y i ; r i ; 0), where y i denotes the point on some hair with root x i , at distance h i =2 of x i . If several requests appear at x i in , then each of them is placed on another hair attached to x i . Since the handling times are 0, we can apply a 2-competitive algorithm for OLTSP on arbitrary metric spaces [3] to . In M we follow the resulting schedule. It is not hard to see that this is a 2-competitive algorithm for OLTSP+r on (M; d).
This reduction to OLTSP is simple, however note that it fails for OLTSP+u: We can no longer construct on M in this obvious way, as it would reveal the h i . One may attempt to place requests ÿrst on points x i at times r i , followed by a second request at y i only if the server enters x i . But then the server has the option to settle y i later (with previously known h i ), which fails to simulate OLTSP+u on M .
Actually we can show 2-competitiveness also for OLTSP+u, but now we have to go in detail into an earlier OLTSP algorithm: We show that Plan-At-Home (PAH) invented in [3] remains 2-competitive also for OLTSP+u. This is merely an adaptation of the original proof but it is not that obvious. We cannot shorten the proof without missing the point.
Let us recall the rules of PAH. (Note that PAH uses optimal solutions to the NPcomplete TSP, but here we are only interested in the traversal time and neglect the amount of computation. One may think of practically solvable instances with a moderate number of requests. Then computation is cheap compared to the server's actions. Moreover, approximate TSP solutions can be used, incurring a slightly worse competitive ratio [3] .) PAH: Whenever the server is in o, follow a shortest route through all released requests and return to o, provided that no further request appears in this time. If a new request appears at point x, and p is the current position of the server then behave as Proof. Let (x; r; h) be the last request (with latest release time r), and T the length (in the metric space) of an optimal tour through all requests. The sum of handling times of all requests is denoted H . Clearly, we have OPT ¿r + d(o; x) and OPT ¿T + H . If PAH's server is in o at time r then the task is ÿnished at time no later than r + T + H 62OPT .
Assume that the server is at p = o, such that d(o; x)¿d(o; p), and is not busy with some request. Then the server arrives at o before time r + d(o; x). After that, he visits all unserved requests and is ready before time r + d(o; x) + T + H . This upper bound remains true also in the case that some request is under processing at time r: Note that summand H covers the total handling time. Hence the completion time is bounded by 2OPT again.
It remains the case d(o; x)6d(o; p). If the server is on the way to o because some request y with d(o; y)¿d(o; q) appeared at time s¡r (and q was the server's position at time s), we can conclude as in the previous case. Hence suppose that the server is on some route which has been planned at the last time u the server left o. Let R denote the length of this route, and H (R) the total handling time at the visited points. G is the set of requests ignored since u, and H (G) is the sum of handling times of all these requests. Let g and t be the position and release time, respectively, of the ÿrst request in G served by an optimal strategy. P(G) is the length of the shortest path from g to o through all points of G. We obviously have OPT ¿t + P(G) + H (G) and OPT ¿R + H (R).
Let q be the position of the server at time t. Since (g; t; :) has been ignored, we have d(o; g)6d(o; q). Hence the server travelled at least distance d(o; g) on his route, and it remains to travel at most R − d(o; g). Thus the server arrives at o before time t + R − d(o; g) + H (R). After that, PAH follows a shortest tour through all unserved requests which are in G, of length T G . Therefore, the task is complete before time t + R − d(o; g) + H (R) + T G + H (G). Since T G 6d(o; g) + P(G), the completion time is bounded by t + R + H (R) + P(G) + H (G). Now the lower bounds for OPT yield completion time at most 2OPT .
Discussion
We emphasize again that Theorem 2 cannot be derived from the OLTSP+r result. The reduction in Theorem 1 is also not suited to extend a c-competitiveness result for OLTSP on a speciÿc metric space to a c-competitive algorithm for OLTSP+ (in either variant) on the same metric space. (It would work for OLTSP+r and the class of trees, since this class is closed under attaching hairs. However, to the best of our knowledge, the existence of a c-competitive OLTSP strategy with c¡2 for trees is an open problem.)
To justify the long proof of Theorem 2 once more, we remark that a similar attempt fails in other cases: e.g. the result from [4] that algorithm Move-Right-If-Necessary (MRIN) for OLTSP on the half-line is There might still exist a better algorithm, but the example gives evidence that there is no generic method to generalize OLTSP results to OLTSP+u, so as to preserve the competitive ratio.
OLTSP on the half-line: randomness and lookahead
In the second note we consider OLTSP on the half-line with lookahead. Let us agree that we consider the nonnegative part of the real line, hence o is the leftmost point. It was shown in [4] that no deterministic algorithm can achieve competitive ratio below 3 2 . One easily sees that also randomization cannot help. We presume that the reader is familiar with Yao's min-max principle, otherwise we refer to [5] . A general lower bound technique is presented in [10] .
Theorem 3. No randomized algorithm for OLTSP on the half-line can achieve competitive ratio better than Proof. For ¿0 we deÿne the following random instance . Choose t = 3= (2 ) . At time r 1 = 0, present a request at x 1 = 1 2 . With probability 1 − there follows a request at time r 2 = t at point x 2 = t. Consider any deterministic algorithm ALG. Let u be the time when ALG's server returns to o and stays there forever, should no further request appear. If u¿t then, since OPT = 1 with probability , the expected competitive ratio of ALG on is at least 3 2 . If u¡t then ALG's server is in o at time t. With probability 1− we have OPT = 2t but ALG¿3t. Hence the expected competitive ratio is arbitrarily close to 3 2 in either case. Now the assertion follows by Yao's min-max principle.
The proof essentially uses that the on-line server does not know whether a further request will come. Already with the weakest type of lookahead, a better result can be obtained, even deterministically: We only suppose that the server is notiÿed at time r m that this request is the last one. We refer to this problem as OLTSP .
The following algorithm THIRD builds upon MRIN from [4] , but we add some feature: The server is kept away from o as long as further requests are to come.
THIRD: Before the last release time, behave as follows: If there is an unserved request to the right of the server, move right at full (i.e. unit) speed. Otherwise move left at full speed, but never go left of point t=3, where t denotes the time passed by. If the server is on point t=3 then move right at Proof. Let t be the last release time, and y the position of THIRD's server at time t. Let x be the rightmost position of a request yet unserved by THIRD at time t, and r the release time of this request. Note that OPT ¿r +x and OPT ¿2x. If y6x then the server has always moved right since time r. Thus we have y¿r=3 + (t − r) = t − 2r=3. It follows that THIRD completes its work before time t + x − (t − 2r=3) + x = 2r=3 + 2x. Therefore the competitive ratio is bounded by 2r=3 + 2x
If y¿x then, at time t, THIRD's server is returning from another request at some point z¿y. More speciÿcally, let z be the rightmost point visited by the server before he turned to the left. Let s be the release time of this request in z. By our choice of z, the server reaches this point from the left, thus the request is served before time s + (z − s=3) = 2s=3 + z. Since the server is on the ÿnal way to o, it completes its work before time 2s=3 + 2z. Using OPT ¿s + z and OPT ¿2z, we obtain competitive ratio Once more, randomization is useless.
Theorem 5.
No randomized algorithm for OLTSP on the half-line can achieve competitive ratio better than 4=3.
Proof. We deÿne the following random instance consisting of one request. At time 1, present a request at point 1 and 0, with probability Note that the lower bound remains true even if the server knows m in advance. In other words, more a priori knowledge on the number of requests than assumed in Theorem 4 yields no further improvement. Theorem 4 becomes even more signiÿcant by comparison to OLTSP on the line: In the lower bound proof of [3] , the adversary places three requests in any case. Hence the matching lower bound (9+ √ 17)=8 remains true for OLTSP on the line. It seems that lookahead helps only if the origin has an extreme position.
